periods. This represents the fourth elephant seal
recorded for Crozier during 12 recent austral summers when biologists were present for extended
periods (1961-1962 to 1970-1971, 1974-1975, and
1975-1976; see references above). During the same
summer, on about 10 February 1975, two other
males hauled out on the opposite (south) side of
Ross Island, about 0.5 kilometer south of Scott Base
(77°5 1'S.). Based on morphology, particularly the
presence of well developed chest shields (figure 2),
these animals were approaching or had already
reached adulthood. They had not yet begun their
molt. One of the two, which measured 4.5 meters,
remained in the Scott Base and nearby McMurdo
Station area until 18 February.
The elephant seal breeding locality nearest Ross
Island is MacQuarie Island, approximately 2,400
kilometers to the northwest, where mature males
begin their molt in late January or February (Carrick and Ingham, 1962). The complete moulting
process takes about 18 days, and individual seals
haul out for up to 2 weeks before molt and 3 weeks
after (Carrick and Ingham, 1962).
We thank Daniel H. Morton, III, Robert Boyd,
and Janet L. Boyd for their observations and photographs of the seals at Scott Base. This is contribution 132 of the Point Reyes Bird Observatory.
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After three field seasons of research at Lake
Bonney (77°43'S. 162°25'E.) (figure 1), Taylor
Valley, we have produced a data base that, although
still lacking in some areas, will provide a reasonably solid basis for testing our mathematical models
during the coming year. Among the more interesting findings during our investigation of the Lake
Bonney ecosystem are:
(1) discovery, characterization, and measurement of photosynthesis of an extensive algal mat
community in the east lobe of the lake;
(2) indirect evidence suggesting that cobalt and
phosphorus deficiency or toxic levels of boron may
limit growth of the microbial communities;
(3) phytoplankton algal counts and productivity
rates significantly higher than those of earlier
studies;
(4) among the planktonic heterotrophs, yeasts
dominate during the early austral summer, then
give way to bacteria, which dominate during the
summer peak;
(5) more than 40 species or genera of algae are
known to occur in the lake and its associated glacial
melt streams;
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(6) evidence of springs or underground water
entering the east lobe during two consecutive austral summers;
(7) discovery and characterization of dihydrohalite at the bottom of the east lobe of the lake.
The scenario for Lake Bonney's austral summer
begins with increasing solar radiation, producing
a November peak in primary productivity. The increase in photosynthesis begins immediately below
the 4 meters of clear ice and progresses to a depth
of about 12 meters. A productivity peak subsides
in early December, presumably in response to nutrient depletion. As solar radiation continues to
increase, glaciers melt. The Sollas and Lacroix glaANTARCTIC JOURNAL
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Figure 1. Composite aerial photography of Lake Bonney on 12 January 1975. The arrow marks the approximate location of our
primary sample site on the east lobe.

ciers east of the lake contribute meltwater that
passes several kilometers over soil and permafrost,
ultimately bringing phosphorus, ammonium, and
nitrate, as well as algae and other microorganisms,
into the east lobe. Following dispersion and biological response, a second peak in productivity occurs in late December or early January. We believe
the photosynthetic production in Lake Bonney accompanies the release of significant amounts of
dissolved organic matter that may provide a carbon
energy reservoir for the prolonged darkness of the
antarctic winter.
A model for the ecostructure of Lake Bonney is
being developed. Figure 2 shows the variables to
be included and their relationships. Each arrow in
the figure represents a submodel that must be developed and put into a prediction equation for the
variable touching that arrow. The resulting 13
equations will be solved by computer, giving predictions for each variable.
Many of the needed submodels are in the litera ture, although only the most efficient and up-todate ones will be used. Submodels not in the literature will be developed by using data from Lake
Bonney. We hope enough data from Lake Bonney
will be left for us to verify the model.
Our modeling intentions are to create a general
model of a polar lake. The parameters used in the
model will of course be appropriate to Lake Bonney, but with minor modification our model should
be applicable to many polar lakes.
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Figure 2. Idealize word model for Lake Bonney, representing
a much simplified version of the models being developed.
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